Course outline for TMME 50 Flight Me hani s, HT2 2018/19

Le tures
Lars Johansson

Computer assignments
Lars Johansson and Ulf Edlund

Computer lab groups
S heduled sessions for help with the

omputer assignments are

alled Lab in the web-s hedule. Due

to the large number of students, the rst three sessions are split into groups. Those with family names
beginning with A-K are in group A, those with names on L-Ö are in group B. You might have to
sear h spe i ally for the

ourse

ode (TMME50) to get all information from the web-s hedule.

Course literature
Nelson, R.C., Flight Stability and Automati

Control, 2ed, M Graw-Hill 1998 (the rst edition is

also OK).

Relative importan e of the

ourse

ontents

Se . in Nelson: 1C, 2C, 3A, 4A, 5B, 8B
where A=highest priority, B=high priority, C=low priority.

Examination
The examination

onsists of

omputer assignments in Matlab. There are ve assignments, ea h

graded with a maximum s ore of four points. For grades 3, 4 and 5 a total s ore of 9, 13 and
17 points, respe tively, are required. The assignments are performed individually. The deadline is
2019-01-18 for assignments 1, 2, 3 and 4. Assignments handed in after this date are only taken into
a

ount if needed to rea h grade 3, but will not be

ounted towards grades 4 or 5. Assignments

handed in very early, 2018-11-27 for assignments 1 and 2 and 2018-12-11 for assignments 3 and 4,
will be returned marked (on e) while there are still a few days left to prepare a revised version before
the deadline. There is no deadline for the fth assignment; it

an be submitted also after a passing

grade has been reported. The instru tions for the reports for the

urrent year, page 3 in this

ourse

outline, shall be in luded in every report. Reports without this page are graded with zero points and
returned without being marked.
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Programme for the le tures
Itali s denotes overlap with Rigid Body Dynami s, Se ond Course. Note that le ture no. 5 is a review
of some basi

on epts of automati

ontrol.

Contents
F1

Ve tor notation. 2D eqs. of motion for an aeroplane.

F2

Linear aerodynami

F3

The stability derivatives

F4

Stati

F5

Review: transfer fun tion and root lo us.

F6

Coriolis' equation.

F7

The equations of motion.

F8

Rate gyro.

F9

Eqs. of motion for an aeroplane.

F10

The Euler angles.

F11

The linearized eqs. of motion.

F12

Longitudinal modes of motion.

F13

Lateral modes of motion.

F14

The short-period approximation. CAP.

F15

Stability. Flying qualities.

F16

Control systems.

model.

Mα

and

Mq .

stability. Aeroplane on a pin.
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Instru tions 2018 for reporting the

The

omputer assignments

omputer assignments are reported in writing, printed on paper. The assignments are per-

formed individually. It is permissible to dis uss the assignments and to show parts of solutions in
that

ontext, but

allowed to possess

opying of Matlab

ode or se tions of reports is not allowed. Further, it is not

opies of other students reports or Matlab

ode, either ele troni ally or on paper,

or to supply this to another student; this also means that you hand in and pi k up your assignments
yourself, not with the help of a friend. The reports shall

•

A

•

Name and

ontain:

opy of this page with instru tions.
omplete

ivi

registration number of the student (sometimes

alled p-number among

ex hange students).

•

Whi h aeroplane and whi h referen e

ondition that has been used. Spe ify the number of the

olumn on the data sheet that has been used.

•

Answers to all the questions appearing under the headings Ässignment I:a"et . and all plots
spe ied.

•

A

omplete set of Matlab les for ea h
as the one for part I:

omputer assignment. Choose the most

omplete set, su h

in assignment I. In assignment II Matlab les are not mandatory but the

al ulations must be shown in detail, either in easily readable

ode or in the text of the raport;

also in lude, apart from all plots, root lo uses and a graphi

representation of the Simulink

model.

•

The ODE system implemented in assignments I, III, IV and V must be given in the report in the
order a tually implemented and written in a single frame

ontaining all the equations of the

ODE and nothing else.

•

With the exeption of ying qualities tables and this page of instru tions, no
gures, equations or

opying of text,

ode from another do ument is allowed (unless it is a do ument you have

reated yourself ).
Further, note:

•

It must be

lear what data has been used in what way. Data is

units, and this should be done in a way that
report or in the Matlab les, so that misstakes

•

If you don't have a

onverted from Ameri an to SI

an be followed in detail either in the text of the
an be found without making any

ess to the textbook, the ying qualities

hara terization of

omputations.

omputer assign-

ment IV part b is done using the tables of se tions 3.2.1.2, 3.2.2.1.2, 3.3.1.1, 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.1.3
in MIL-F-8785C. First, the type of aeroplane a
a

•

ording to se tion 1.3 and the ight

ondition

ording to se tion 1.4 must be de ided. MIL-F-8785C is found as:

Use the simulation time given in the assignments. In rare

ases where the time is spe ied as 100 s

it is ne essary to in rease it somewhat to see a full phugoid period, but the time should never
be shorter than the time given and never longer than 400 s.

•

The report must be possible to understand also for a reader that does not have the PM with the
assignments.
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Missprints in

hapter 3 in Nelson, R.C., Flight Stability and Automati

Control, 2ed,

1998

Page
97

The

100

Eq. 3.18 should be:

102

Ignore g 3.3.

102

Eq. 3.30,

105

oordinate system Fixed frame"in g. 3.1 should be:

olumn 2, should be:

Sφ C θ .

rp(Ix − Iz ).

Tab. 3.1, last equation,

olumn matrix left hand side, se ond element,

dy
.
dt

3 × 3-matrix right
C φ Sθ C ψ + Sφ Sψ .

Tab. 3.1, last equation
olumn 3, should be:

109

right hand side, row 3

Tab. 3.1, fth equation (pit h moment equation), se ond term right hand side,

should be:
105

. . . qj . . . yj. . . .

3 × 3-matrix

should be:
105

x f yf z f .

hand side, row 1

Eq. 3.51 and 3.52: non- onsistent denitions of
Also

Cxu .

Can el eq. 3.52.

an el the se ond of eqs.3.58 on page. 111.

111

Above eq. 3.63 should be: lift

oe ient.

115

Fig. 3.9 roll angular velo ity p is drawn in the wrong dire tion.

119

Fig. 3.10 the sideslip angle should be:

4

∆β .

